Mean motion resonances are commonly seen in planetary systems, e.g., in the formation of orbital structure of Jupiter's moons and the gaps in the rings of Saturn. In this work we study their effects in fully relativistic systems. We consider a model problem with two stellar mass black holes orbiting around a supermassive black hole. By adopting a two time-scale expansion technique and averaging over the fast varying orbital variables, we derive the effective Hamiltonian for the slowly varying dynamical variables. The formalism is illustrated with a n φ : nr : n φ = 2 : 1 : −2 resonance in Schwarzschild spacetime, which naturally becomes the 3 : 2 resonance widely studied in the Newtonian limit. We also derive the multi-body Hamiltonian in the post-Newtonian regime, where the radial and azimuthal frequencies are different because of the post-Newtonian precession. The capture and breaking conditions for these relativistic mean motion resonances are also discussed. In particular, pairs of stellar mass black holes surrounding the supermassive black hole could be locked into resonances as they enter the LISA band, and this would affect their gravitational wave waveforms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mean motion resonance is a type of orbital resonance that occurs when the orbital frequencies of two gravitationally interacting bodies, both moving in the gravitational potential well of a massive object, become commensurate with each other [1] . During these resonances, the mutual gravitational influence of the bodies is enhanced. As a result, mean motion resonances can significantly alter the orbit of one or both of the bodies. Depending on the eccentricity and/or the relative inclination of the two bodies, they can be captured into various resonance configurations. Some of these configurations are stable, such as the orbits of Pluto and the plutinos [2, 3] ; and some are unstable, such as the Kirkwood gaps in the asteriod belt at ∼ 3 AU from our Sun [4, 5] . Stablization may occur when the two bodies are synchronized such that they never closely approach each other, in which case the resonance is locked. Once a pair or even a chain of objects [6] are locked into mean motion resonance, they can migrate together towards the central massive object while keeping the ratio of orbital frequencies fixed. The resonant locking breaks down if the adiabatic evolution of the trajectory in the phase space exits the resonance zone, or if the external dissipative force becomes stronger than the resonant interaction between the objects so that adiabatic approximation is no longer valid.
As all previous studies of mean motion resonances are performed within the Newtonian regime, it is interesting to extend the analysis of these resonances to the relativistic setting. A possible scenario in which relativistic effects may become important is when two stellar-mass black holes are orbiting a massive black hole. This would be a multiple EMRI (extreme mass-ratio inspiral). While EMRIs have not been observed yet, they are possible sources for the space-born gravitational wave detector, LISA (Laser Interferometric Space Antenna), which is scheduled to launch in 2034. As EMRI systems generally orbit 10 4 ∼ 10 5 cycles in the LISA band before their final plunge, any additional force or small deviation from theoretical predictions may accumulate over many cycles resulting in an amplification of the deviation. Therefore EMRIs are ideal for testing the spacetime of rotating black holes in General Relativity [7] 1 , searching for the possible existence of an ultra-light axion field [12] [13] [14] [15] or other exotic matter/horizon structure [16] [17] [18] , studying the physics of black hole accretion disks [19, 20] and the astrophysical environment of supermassive black holes in galactic centres [21, 22] .
An important difference between geodesic orbits in General Relativity (GR) and Newtonian orbits is the number of independent orbital frequencies. Geodesics around rotating black holes naturally contain three orbital frequencies, as compared to one orbital frequency for Newtonian Keplerian orbits. Therefore, the Newtonian condition for resonance to occur, i.e., j ω + j ω ≈ 0 (I. 1) with j, j both integer and ω, ω describing the orbital frequency of the two bodies revolving around the massive 1 However, many modified theories of gravity naturally contain coupling coefficients with negative mass dimensions due to the inclusion of higher derivative terms in the action, e.g. dynamical Chern-Simons theory [8] and Gauss-Bonnet theory [9] . Therefore for these theories the deviation from GR is amplified with lowermass compact objects, and it would be preferable to use highfrequency gravitational-wave detectors [10, 11] instead of LISA to obtain better constraints.
object, is a subspace of the resonance condition in the relativistic scenario, which is a constraint on six orbital frequencies. In other words, the mutual gravitational interaction between different degrees of freedom allows a larger set of commensurate frequencies in GR. As a result, we expect a richer resonant structure than in Newtonian gravity. This is indeed the case, as we will see in Sec. II. Resonant pairs are most likely to form in the Newtonian regime when both objects are far away from the massive black hole. This can happen, for instance, when both objects move within an accretion disk around the massive black hole. Such capture is similar to the standard planetary resonance capture mechanism. After capture into resonance, these pairs will jointly migrate towards the massive black hole by gravitational wave radiation and disk dissipation. As the resonant pair enters the strong-gravity regime, relativistic corrections start to play a role. The conservative piece of the relativistic correction only slightly changes the shape of trajectories in the phase space diagram (Sec. IV), where the gravitational radiation reaction tends to break the pair. It is also possible for resonant crossing to happen, where two or more resonant conditions are approximately satisfied, so that the system jumps from one resonance to another. If resonances start to overlap, this can lead to chaos [1] . We do not consider such cases here.
As the resonant pair spirals sufficiently close to the massive black hole, the gravitational radiation reaction becomes stronger than the disk force, and the resonant locking breaks down. In this case, the inner object merges with the massive black hole first, while its orbit is still influenced by the gravitational field of the outer object. We have analyzed the effect of such scenario in a separate study [22] , where we show that the impact on the waveform of the inner object is possibly detectable by LISA, depending on the breaking radius of the pair. In fact, the tidal resonance effect studied there can be viewed as a "failed" capture of the relativistic mean motion resonance proposed here.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we derive an effective Hamiltonian describing the orbital dynamics near resonance in GR. We ignore any astrophysical effects and focus solely on the relativistic corrections. This effective Hamiltonian will be important in understanding the dynamics of bodies near mean motion resonance in the strong-gravity regime. Sec. III discusses an example of mean motion resonance: two point masses moving in the equatorial plane around a non-spinning black hole, with the inner orbit circular and the outer eccentric. From the level curves of the effective Hamiltonian, we can identify the resonant and non-resonant regimes of the phase space. In Sec. IV we present an effective Hamiltonian describing the orbital dynamics near resonance in post-Newtonian theory using Poincaré variables and compare it to its fully relativistic counterpart. Sec. V shows the results of a numerical study in which we evolve two stellar-mass black holes orbiting within the disk around a supermassive black hole using the N-body code REBOUND and including disk effects and relativistic corrections to the conservative and disappative orbital evolution to leading post-Newtonian order. We study the capture into and breaking of resonance. Sec. VI summarizes the result and highlights some open issues.
Throughout this work we adopt geometric units by setting c = G = 1.
II. RELATIVISTIC HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM
We shall first consider the case that the interacting point masses are close to a massive black hole. In this fully relativistic regime, we can adopt black hole perturbation theory, where the point masses and the gravitational fields that they generate can be treated as perturbations of the spacetime of the massive black hole. A large body of literature has been devoted to the study of a single point mass moving in a large black hole's spacetime under the influence of its own radiation reaction (the "self-force" problem), which is relevant for understand-ing the orbital evolution of EMRIs for LISA detection 2 . Here we place multiple point masses in the same background, so that their mutual gravitational interaction is also important. In addition to possible astrophysical applications, it is also theoretically interesting to explore multi-body effects in the strong-gravity regime.
A. Two-body Hamiltonian in Kerr Background
The Hamiltonian of a single point mass moving in a curved background spacetime can be written as
With the set of canonical variables (x β , p β ) and the above Hamiltonian, one can derive the Hamilton equation of motion for this point mass 3 :
with τ being the proper time of the point mass. If the background spacetime is Kerr, four conserved quantities can be obtained from the equations of motion, and the orbital motion becomes separable:
(II .3) where M, a are the mass and spin of the Kerr black hole, E, Q, L z are the point mass energy, Carter's constant and angular momentum along the symmetry axis, respectively. ∆ is defined as r 2 − 2M r + a 2 and Mino time λ m is related to proper time by λ m d/dλ m = (r 2 + a 2 cos 2 θ)d/dτ . The stellar-mass objects of interest in this study are (of course) not point particles. If they carry nonzero quadrupole moments and other higher order moments, additional couplings with the background curvature are expected. These additional complexities may be neglected if the stellar-mass object is a Schwarzschild black hole and its size is much smaller than the background radius of curvature. However, even in the point mass limit, in principle one should take into account the interaction of the object with its own gravitational field. This is known as the gravitational self-force. In order to derive the conserved dynamics of a point mass under the influence of the conservative piece of the self-force, one can decompose the metric as g αβ = g Kerr αβ + h αβ [23] , with the metric perturbation given by
Here G is the half retarded, half advance Green function:
which is symmetric under time reversal operation (t → −t). This metric perturbation h αβ has a diverging part, and one has to subtract a singular piece. The detailed procedure, known as regularization, is nicely explained in [25] .
For the purpose of this study, however, the conservative self-interactions of the stellar-mass objects are unimportant and shall be neglected hereafter, as they do not contribute to the resonance terms 4 . However, the mutual gravitational interaction is important. We write the total Hamiltonian of two interacting bodies as
where H 0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian in the first line, H int is the perturbation described in the second line and is a book-keeping index for the perturbative Hamiltonian. The x, u are the position and velocity of the inner point mass, and x, u are those of the outer point mass. The metric perturbation h, h can be obtained from Eq. (II.4) by plugging in the worldliness of the inner and outer point masses, respectively. It is important to note that, at any given time, the inner object is only influenced by the part of outer object's worldline within the future and past lightcone of the inner object, and vice versa (c.f. Fig. 1 ). This means that h αβ (x)/h αβ (x) is in principle independent of the outer/inner object's motion at time t, as they are causally disconnected. However, it turns out that it is still possible to write h αβ (x)/h αβ (x) as functions of x/x at any given time. This is because to the leading order in mass ratios (η := µ/M, η := µ /M ), Eq. (II.4) only depends on the unperturbed, geodesic orbit of the point mass that sources the gravitational field 5 . As the geodesic orbit is deterministic, specifying the position and momentum at any instant in time determines the whole worldline, including the parts that extend to the other point mass's past and future lightcones.
B. Canonical transformations
To analyze this problem in detail, we first separate the average adiabatic, the resonant and the non-resonant oscillatory terms in the Hamiltonian H using action-angle variables {q, J}, {q, J}. The derivation that follows is rather general. In particular, it does not rely on the explicit form of the interaction Hamiltonian in Eq. II.6, to which we return in the next section.
As the generalized angles q, q have a period of 2π, the perturbed Hamiltonian can be simply decomposed as a Fourier series (j = r, θ, φ):
with the Fourier coefficients given by
(II.8)
Mean motion resonance may happen if a certain combination of q, q, specifically n j q j + n j q j with n j and n j being integer, becomes a slowly varying quantity 6 . In other words, when n j ω j + n j ω j ≈ 0 is satisfied, with ω j , ω j being the frequencies of motion in r, θ, φ directions. Using this observation, the interaction Hamiltonian can be separated into an average adiabatic term, resonant terms and non-resonant oscillating terms:
where on resonance n j = N j , n j = N j , k is a non-zero integer and R is the set of all non-resonant 6-tuples:
While the Hamiltonian nicely separates, the equations of motion for the action-angle variables couple oscillatory and resonant terms:
where Ω i := ∂H 0 /∂J i and analogous equations hold for q i , J i . We introduce a change of variables to eliminate the dependence on the rapidly oscillating non-resonant terms to order following techniques in [27] . This change of variables is known as a 'near-identity' transformation because for = 0 this reduces to the identity transformation:
(II.15) withL i andT i arbitrary functions of J i and J i . The underlined variables are analogously transformed. The freedom inL i andT i can be used to further simplify the equations, which may be convenient as one considers higher orders in ; for the calculation at hand, their behavior is irrelevant. The new variables now satisfy:
where the non-resonant terms now decouple and do not contribute to the secular evolution of {q i ,J i } near resonance. Similar transformations and resulting equations hold for {q i ,J i }.
In order to summarize the above equations of motion into one that is only controlled by the resonant degree of freedom, we define
to Ω, Ω, the functional dependence of ω, ω on J, J can be obtained from the geodesic motion. While the action-angle variables depend only on their local proper time, physically λ plays the role of the coordinate time, such that the angles in Eq. (II.18) can add up with the same λ. With the presence of mutual gravitational interaction and near resonance, we can further define a slow timeλ := λ. So that the equations of motion become
Here, we focus on the system of equations for Q,J i ,J i ; the other phases not encoded in Q can be recovered by direct integration after having solved for Q,J i ,J i . We denote ∆ω := 1 i (N i ω i + N i ω i ) and note that resonance is only present if this quantity is proportional to the mass ratio between the point masses and the primary massive black hole. This observation is similar to the analysis of mean motion resonance in the Newtonian limit [1] . In other words, in order to find resonance, this term is comparable to the terms involving H kN,kN , which is also proportional to the mass ratio. In principle with the initial condition defined, Eq. (II. 19 ) is able to predict the system evolution at any later time (provided of course all the above approximations still hold).
To understand the long-term dynamics of the mean motion resonance, it is often convenient to use a simplified, effective Hamiltonian and study its level sets. However, based on Eq. (II.19), it is not clear whether it is possible to write down an effective Hamiltonian for Q and its conjugate momentum Θ in the most general setting. We can nevertheless restrict to the parameter regime where Γ i , Γ i are approximately constants. As they are functions of action variables, they are approximately constants whenever resonant motion only induces small variation on the conserved quantities, e.g., the cases with eccentricity being small. We will assume this is the case. We also note that the terms coming from the adiabatic part of the Hamiltonian, while generically important to understand the dynamics of the system, can be regarded as constants near resonance and we shall drop them from hereon after.
Under these approximations, let us expand ∆ω:
and rewrite the first line in Eq. (II. 19) as
Given that ∆ω = ∆ω(Θ,λ), the associated Hamiltonian is non-linear in Θ and this allows for the mean motion resonance to occur. If ∆ω was independent of Θ, only transient resonance would be possible. We make the following identification with the action variables: In order to study the resonance dynamics described by this effective Hamiltonian, it is necessary to explicitly write down the dependence of H N,N on Θ. As we shall see in Sec. IV, in the Newtonian limit, the interaction Hamiltonian scales as Θ 1/2 for the lowest order resonances (that is, those with n r , n r = ±1), and Θ N/2 with N ≥ 1 in general. In the relativistic regime, we shall assume that similar power-law behavior still holds when Θ is small. For example, for the resonance considered in Sec. III, it is natural to expect that Θ ∝ J r ∝ e 2 , with e being the eccentricity, and H N,N ∝ e when e 1. As a result, we expect H N,N ∝ Θ 1/2 .
Remark. The above canonical transformations from the action-angle variables to the final {Q, Θ} can be summarized as follows:
where F 1 and F 2 are generating functions, given by:
with the dots indicating (irrelevant) non-resonant terms and L i and T i in Eqs.(II.14)-(II.15) are related to F (1) through its derivatives
Canonical transformations of course do not reduce the size of phase space, the fact that we go from 2 × 6 to only 1 × 2 variables is due to the fact that we have decoupled the oscillatory pieces from the resonant ones and we focus only on the behavior of the resonant terms.
III. RESONANCE EXAMPLE
In this section, we illustrate how to compute the resonance Hamiltonian, by explicitly evaluating an example of a n φ : n r : n φ = 2 : 1 : −2 resonance with system parameters given in Table. I.
A. General prescription for calculating the interaction Hamiltonian
In Sec. II we have derived the effective Hamiltonian of two point masses undergoing relativistic mean motion resonance, as shown in Eq. (II.24). The key part of this effective Hamiltonian is the interaction part H N,N , which requires Fourier transforming the metric perturbation generated by a moving point mass. Let us consider the part of the integral in Eq. (II. 8) ,
with the inverse decomposition given by
For a fixed worldline of the source, the metric perturbation at different t undergoes periodic oscillations, as the 
source is periodic. In other words, we can also write
with ω = (ω r , ω θ , ω φ ), and the inverse transformation
(III.4)
Now the time translational invariance implies that
As a result, Eq. (III.4) can be rewritten as
The above expression can be re-casted in a simpler form:
In reality, h ω·N;α,β can be obtained from a frequencydomain code that computes the metric perturbation, or reconstructed from master variables (such as Teukolsky variables or master variables in the Regge-Wheeler equation) in a frequency-domain code. Eq. (III.8) then enables us to compute H N,N from h ω·N;α,β .
B. Frequency-domain Schwarzschild metric perturbation
For simplicity, let us illustrate relativistic mean motion resonance in the Schwarzschild spacetime, with two point masses moving along equatorial orbits. At the leading order, i.e. in the geodesic limit, we assume that the inner Table I . The odd parity source terms are zero in this case, so the odd parity metric perturbations are also zero.
point mass moves along a circular orbit and the outer point mass moves along an eccentric orbit. We assume that the system is close to the resonance such that
In other words, we shall consider the dynamical variable Q = 2q φ + q r − 2q φ . This can be achieved with a range of possibilities, and we will adopt the values shown in Table  I for constructing the point mass trajectory. Notice that in the Newtonian limit ω φ becomes similar to ω r , so that the n φ : n r : n φ = 2 : 1 : −2 resonance considered here naturally becomes the 3 : 2 outer resonance well studied in planetary systems.
In the frequency domain, the metric perturbation of Schwarzschild black holes, decomposed as spherical harmonics, can be written as (following the convention in [28] )
where f (r) = 1 − 2M/r, the tensor components a
m , c m , d m are given in Appendix A and the common time dependence factor e −iωt has been omitted. In the Regge-Wheeler gauge, the metric quantities h with dr * = (1−2M/r) −1 dr. Here the source terms S o , S e are explicitly given in [29] , and the potential terms are
with λ l = ( − 1)( + 2)/2. For the source trajectory considered here, the = 2, m = ±2 piece of metric perturbation dominates. In addition, the odd-parity source terms are zero, such that the odd-parity metric perturbations are also zero. We numerically solve the even-parity Master equation by applying ingoing boundary condition at horizon and outgoing boundary condition at infinity. The results for the trajectory described in Table I is 
C. Phase space
With the trajectory in Table I and the reconstructed metric perturbations, we can explicitly write down the effective Hamiltonian. For simplicity we assume that the masses of the resonant objects are the same µ = µ , so that η = η .
where this is an approximate expression as we have only kept the dominant = 2, m = ±2 harmonics. The conjugate momentum is given by Θ = Γ r J r /µ in this particular example. Next, we rescale the Hamiltonian by a factor 10 −2 η, which is equivalent to rescaling the time. The new Hamiltonian is
with δ := α/(0.01η). The phase space trajectories follow level curves of H eff and are shown in Fig. 3 in terms of (Θ, Q). The topology of the phase space is completely determined by H eff and depends only upon the value of δ: There are cases where the phase space can be naturally divided into a "rotation" regime and a "libration" regime, and cases where there is only a rotation regime. The motion in the libration regime is trapped, which corresponds to the mean motion resonance considered here. Different libration regimes are equivalent to each other due to the Q → Q + 2π symmetry of the effective Hamiltonian.
For illustration purposes, we also define
with the corresponding phase space trajectories shown in Fig. 4 . The origin in these plots corresponds to zero eccentricity, and the distance from the origin is proportional to the eccentricity. The orbits in the rotation regime correspond to the cases that the resonance is broken.
In the effective Hamiltonian above we consider α/δ as constant. However, to properly account for the secular dynamics, we also need to consider the parametric modification of α/δ due to the secular change of the system's energy, angular momentum, etc. When this is taken into account, the actual trajectories in phase space are not the closed trajectories in the (X, Y ) phase plane shown in Fig. 4 . Nonetheless, these level curves of the effective Hamiltonian are very useful as they serve as "guiding" trajectories for the evolution. In particular, from the trajectories it is clear that if one is near resonance so that the effective Hamiltonian describes the evolution of the system, but not on resonance yet, and one has δ < 0, a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for resonance to occur is that δ has to increase such that it becomes positive [1] . And vice versa, if δ is initially positive,δ needs to be negative for resonance to occur. In addition, the action of an orbit, that is,
is an adiabatic invariant of motion, and in this case is simply the area enclosed by a phase space trajectory in the (X, Y ) plane. The action is not conserved when the orbits evolves close to the resonant critical curve/separatrix (as there the period of the motion becomes infinite). Therefore, for guiding trajectories which remain away from the critical curve, adiabatic changes in δ preserve the area enclosed by the trajectory in the (X, Y )-plane, even as its center moves. After the critical curve has been crossed the action again becomes an approximate adiabatic invariant. Based on these considerations, one can qualitatively predict the possible outcomes of capture into resonance. For instance, consider conditions near resonance with δ < 0,δ > 0 and with initial small eccentricity (in other words, the area enclosed by the guiding trajectory is small). As δ increases, the trajectory can stay in the circulation regime and 'miss' the resonance or it can be captured into resonance. If capture occurs, the resulting eccentricity will be larger as the guiding trajectory will be off-center (see Fig.4 ). Hence, for the effective Hamiltonian H eff , there is a significant change in the eccentricity due to capture into resonance. In realistic situations, we also need to take into account the dissipative forces that drive the orbital migration, which likely affect the resonance capture and evolution as well. This is seen in the numerical evolution of various resonances in Sec. V. In that section, we also discuss in more detail the dynamics near resonance accounting for the evolution of the orbital parameters due to dissipation.
IV. POST-NEWTONIAN HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM
In this section, we derive an effective post-Newtonian Hamiltonian to analyze the dynamics near mean motion resonance. We restrict ourselves to the case of two small bodies with masses m 1 and m 2 orbiting the central massive object M in the equatorial plane.
The Hamiltonian of this system, which we denote by H to distinguish it from the relativistic Hamiltonian H, can be written as:
where H 1 is the Hamiltonian of body m 1 , H 2 that of body m 2 and H int is the interaction Hamiltonian. To make the different Newtonian orders explicit, we will (partially) reinstate factors of c in this section, but the gravitational constant G is still set to one. To first post-Newtonian order H 1 is given by [30] and similarly for the second body with the relevant quantities denoted with an underbar. We will return to the explicit form of the interaction Hamiltonian, but first we will rewrite H 1 (and H 2 ) in terms of Poincaré variables. These variables are a linear combination of the standard action-angle variables associated to the coordinates r, φ and have been extremely valuable in the study of planetary dynamics. 7 In order to perform the transformation to Poincaré variables, we first observe that φ is a cyclic coordinate so that p φ is constant and make a canonical transformation to action-angle variables
Using the fact that H 1 is conserved and denoting this constant H 1 by E (with E < 0 as we consider bound orbits), we write p r = p r (r, E, p φ )
with r − and r + defined by the requirement that the Newtonian part of p r vanishes
Substituting Eq. (IV.5) into the definition for J r , and performing the relevant integrals (using standard contour integration), we obtain:
In principle, we should have taking into account that r ± is shifted by post-Newtonian corrections and therefore that the integration limits in Eq. (IV.3) are also shifted and not simply r ± . A careful analysis of these 'edge' contributions shows that their change is sub-dominant and we shall neglect these corrections. From the standard action-angle variables {q r , q φ , J r , J φ }, we perform a canonical transformation to the Poincaré variables
Delauney variables -another frequently used set of variables in celestial mechanics -are yet another linear combination of the standard action-angle variables. However, these have the disadvantage that they are not well-defined for orbits with vanishing eccentricities.
The generating function of this transformation is
After these canonical transformations, the Hamiltonian for the body with mass m 1 is
This Hamiltonian recovers the well-known post-Newtonian precession rate to first post-Newtonian order [30] : [30] after identifying ω r with n and ω φ with nK).
While this formalism allows us to investigate resonance behavior in a variety of circumstances, here we focus on a particular simple case: a first order exterior j − 1 : j resonance, whereby the internal object m 1 completes j − 1 cycles and the external object m 2 completes j cycles before the system returns to its original state. We focus on first order resonances as lower order mean motion resonances are more important than higher order ones for the orbital dynamics of three-body systems. The interaction Hamiltonian describes the gravitational interaction between the body with m 1 and that with m 2 . It contains terms that can be classified as short period, secular and resonant. The short period terms vanish after orbit averaging and contribute negligible to the long term dynamics of the system. Therefore, for most purposes these short term terms can be ignored. The secular and resonant terms are both important for a complete understanding of the orbital dynamics. However, to understand the dynamics of the system near resonance, the resonant terms dominate so that we can consider the following simple form for the interaction Hamiltonian [1] 
with f d indicating the strength of the interaction. Although f d is in principle a function of the ratio of the semi-major axes of the two orbiting bodies, its functional dependence is not relevant to the orbital dynamics and we will treat it as a constant [31] . The expressions so far are valid for any value of eccentricity. To further simplify the analysis, we expand the above Hamiltonian for small eccentricities following similar steps in [1] . In order to perform the small eccentricity expansions, we yet again make a canonical transformation:
(IV.14)
For an exterior resonance, the new coordinates θ 1 , θ 3 and θ 4 are all cyclic so that the associated momenta Θ 1 , Θ 3 and Θ 4 are constant. Therefore, the problem has effectively been reduced to a system with one degree of freedom described by {θ 2 , Θ 2 }. (For interior resonances, the story is very similar and the effective degree of freedom is described by {θ 1 , Θ 1 }.) By relating the momenta to the orbital elements, and in particular to the Newtonian eccentricity e, we find that Θ 1 , Θ 2 ∼ O(e 2 ) whereas Θ 3 , Θ 4 ∼ O(1). Therefore, given that Θ 1 is constant and small, we will neglect Θ 1 as this has little effect on the dynamics. Expanding the Hamiltonian to second order in Θ2 Θ3 and Θ2 Θ4 , and performing a (partial) transformation back to the Poincaré variables using Θ 3 ≈ Λ and Θ 4 ≈ Λ, we find that the Hamiltonian describing near resonance behavior is:
The constant α measures the proximity to resonance as resonance occurs when the time-derivative of the resonant argument θ 2 vanishes. In the Newtonian limit, it is clear that α measures the proximity to resonance after noting that Λ = m 1 √ M a and Γ = m
with a the semi-major axis and e the eccentricity of the unperturbed orbit of the object with mass m 1 around the central massive object M , so that α Newton = (1 − j) ω + j ω. In fact, due to the gravitational interaction between the two bodies the radial and azimuthal frequencies are not degenerate. Similarly, post-Newtonian corrections also break the degeneracy between the radial and azimuthal frequencies. Therefore, we expect that at post-Newtonian order α can be written as:
To show this is indeed the case, we need to relate the expression for α in terms of the Poincaré variables to the orbital frequencies in the small eccentricity limit (as the Hamiltonian is also derived in the small eccentricity limit). We do this by writing both Λ, Λ and the orbital frequencies in terms of the gauge-invariant energy of the orbits E, E. First, we note that at leading Newtonian order, Γ ∼ O(e 2 ) so that p φ = Λ − Γ = Λ + O(e 2 ). Therefore, in the small eccentricity limit we can express Λ entirely in terms of E (and similarly Λ)
where we replaced p φ in the post-Newtonian part by its expression in the circular limit, that is, Λ = m
. The orbital frequencies can also be expressed entirely in terms of E. In the small eccentricity limit the relation between ω r and E in Eq.(IV.11) does not change, but ω φ simplifies:
Writing α in Eq. (IV.16) in terms of E and using the expressions for ω r and ω φ in terms of E, we find that indeed
This establishes that the expectation in Eq. (IV.17) is correct. It agrees with its fully relativistic counterpart on a Schwarzschild spacetime. Higher order resonances of order N , that is, of the form j − N : j slightly alter the numerical value of the coefficients α and β and change the power of 2Γ in the interaction Hamiltonian to (2Γ) N/2 . Since Γ ∼ O(e 2 ), this demonstrates why the orbital dynamics are dominated by lower order resonances.
Interior resonances can be treated very similarly. The resulting Hamiltonian will have the same form as in Eq. (IV.15), but the constants will be slightly different.
V. RESONANCE CAPTURE, EVOLUTION AND ESCAPE
The capture, evolution and escape of mean motion resonance have been extensively discussed in planetary sys-tems. The capture only happens if it is a converging migration, in which case the ratio between the semi-major axes passes through the resonance value towards one [1] . The migration could be driven by tidal interaction between the planets with the host star, or planets with the proto-planetary disk. The capture is easier if the initial eccentricities of the planets are small, although there are studies showing that large-eccentricity captures are still possible [32] . On the other hand, it has been shown that even when the eccentricities are very small, resonance capture may fail if the migration speed is too fast [33] .
After the resonance capture, the locked pair of objects may migrate together within a disk. Depending on the dissipation mechanism, e.g. the disk force, and the system parameters, the resonance is sustained or breaks. The duration of resonances is related to the puzzle that most planets in multi-planet systems observed by Kepler spacecraft do not reside in mean motion resonances [34, 35] . The analysis in [35] shows that under disk-planet interaction with characteristic semi-major axis damping rate 1/τ a and eccentricity damping rate 1/τ e , an exterior j − 1 : j resonance is permanently sustained if
with c ≈ 0.8j and η the mass ratio of the outer object and the central massive object. On the other hand, if
the resonance is only sustained for a duration proportional to the eccentricity damping timescale τ e . If the mass ratio η resides between the thresholds in Eq. (V.1) and Eq. (V.2), the resonance is permanently sustained with a finite libration amplitude in the phase space. Applying the insights from planetary dynamics to stellar-mass black holes near massive black holes, we immediately observe that the condition for sustained resonance in Eq. V.1 is difficult to achieve with purely gravitational radiation damping, in which case τ e is comparable to τ a unless the orbit is highly eccentric. Therefore, the astrophysical environment of such systems is critical for sustained resonance to occur. Stellar-mass black holes in galactic nuclei may migrate towards the central massive black hole due to mass segregation effects, dynamical friction and/or interaction with a possible accretion disk around the massive black hole. Here we will consider a scenario with a thin-disk profile around the massive black hole, and two stellar-mass black hole (SBH) orbiting within the disk. In particular, following the description in [19] , we consider two types of thin-disk model: α-disks and β-disks.
In the α-disk model, the viscous stress is parameterized as t tφ = −(3/2)α p tot with t tφ the viscous shear stress in the azimuthal direction, α a dimensionless constant and p tot the total pressure. The surface density Σ of the α- The main difference between α-and β-disks is the description of their viscous stress. For β-disks, the viscous stress is assumed to be t tφ = −(3/2)α p gas , so that only the gas pressure p gas contributes to the viscous stress instead of the total pressure p tot . As a result, the disk surface density is now given by
while the disk scale height is the same as Eq. (V.4).
There are two main types of disk-SBH interactions. The first is the accretion-induced force, where the Bondi accretion into the SBH brings in additional momentum and energy. The second force is known as Type I "migration force" and comes from the gravitational interaction between the SBH and the induced density waves in the disk (see discussions on Lindblad and co-rotational resonance in [36, 37] ). Both of them predict that (with different C)
with a being the semi-major axis, η d = Σa 2 /M the disk to central black hole mass ratio, and the constants C are O(1) − O (10) . As the scale height H in thin-disk models is constant, τ e can be much smaller than τ a for wide orbits (a H), so that Eq. (V.1) is satisfied and mean motion resonance is sustained. For a central black hole with mass M ∼ 10 6 M and accretion rateṁ •1 ∼ 1, the gravitational radiation reaction becomes dominant for r ≤ 100M for α-disks and r ≤ 30M for β-disks. For radii larger than the critical radius the disk force is more important and sustained locking of the mean motion resonance becomes possible.
In Fig. 5-8 we present the numerical evolution of two SBHs around a supermassive BH, with different initial separation and different disk models. The exact form of the disk force is adapted from Section VII.B of [19] for the migration force and Section V. A of [19] for the accretion force. The numerical evolution employs the N-body code REBOUND developed in [38, 39] , where we have added the leading order post-Newtonian corrections to the conservative and dissipative part of equation of motions and the disk force 8 . In all these cases, the system is captured into a j − 1 : j resonance until the point that the gravitational radiation reaction is greater than the disk force. During the mean motion resonance, the two SBHs migrate together towards the supermassive BH, while keeping the ratio of their periods (j − 1)/j roughly constant.
In fact, this system is captured into an inner and outer resonance simultaneously. The occurrence of pairs of res- 8 There is an important caveat associated with the treatment of β-disks. In principle for the parameters assumed here, the SBHs may open gaps in the disk for a ≥ 100M . The disk-SBH interaction will be stronger in the presence of a disk cavity. However, it is not clear how to obtain τe for an eccentric orbit with a disk cavity. We therefore still use the Type I disk force described in [19] for the numerical evolution.
onances is not new and has been observed in other scenarios as well [40] . Plots of the resonance angles demonstrating explicitly that the system is indeed captured into both an inner and outer resonance are shown in Appendix B, where we also included a short discussion on a subtle issue regarding the numerical extraction of these resonant angles when the eccentricities are small and post-Newtonian effects are important.
At the point where the mean motion resonance breaks, the outer object has already been brought to a rather close distance from the supermassive BH. While the inner SBH spirals into the supermassive BH and enters the LISA band, its motion will be affected by the gravitational field of the outer object. In [22, 41] it has been shown that the main effect of the external perturber is to modify the angular momentum of the inner inspiraling binary, through an effect referred to as tidal resonance.
FIG. 6: Similar to Fig. 5 , except that the system starts with a = 300M and a = 410.3742M and later on is captured into 6 : 5 resonance. It misses the 3 : 4 resonance because at that point the migration rate is still too fast [33] .
FIG. 7: Similar to Fig. 5 , except that the disk profile is a β-disk and later on the system gets captured into 5 : 4 resonance. It misses the 2 : 3 and 3 : 4 resonances because at those points the migration rate is still too fast [33] . Fig. 6 , except that the disk profile is a β-disk and later on the system gets captured into 5 : 6 resonance.It misses the 2 : 3, 3 : 4 and 4 : 5 resonances because at those points the migration rate is still too fast [33] . This effect will be encoded into the gravitational radiation from the inner binary, which may be detected by LISA. It is also important to note that in general the disk rotation does not necessarily align with the spin of the supermassive black hole. In those cases we generally expect inclined extreme mass-ratio inspirals.
FIG. 8: Similar to
The period ratios shown in Fig. 5-8 are a few percent off the exact value j : j − 1. Similar phenomena has been observed by the Kepler spacecraft [34] with many associated discussions in [42] [43] [44] [45] , although most of the Kepler systems are outside of the mean motion resonances.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we consider the relativistic generalization of the mean motion resonance widely studied in planetary systems. The primary system of interest is a supermassive black hole with several stellar-mass black holes (SBHs) orbiting in its vicinity. Depending on the distance between the SBHs and the supermassive black hole, relativistic corrections may become important.
We have presented two separate analysis for this multibody system, depending on the importance of relativistic correction. If the SBHs move within the strong gravity regime of the supermassive BH, the only reliable approach to describe their motion is black hole perturbation theory. In Sec. II we develop a Hamiltonian formalism using black hole perturbation theory, and find much richer structure for mean motion resonance in this fully relativistic regime. In fact, in general each SBH has three orbital frequencies for a Kerr geodesic motion, and the relativistic mean motion resonance could happen if the combination of six orbital frequencies of the two SBHs is zero. Despite the theoretical interest in such resonance structure, it remains an open question which of these possible mean motion resonances is astrophysically relevant.
In the second approach, as discussed in Sec. IV, we include post-Newtonian corrections to the equation of motion of the multi-body system. This approach is physically more transparent, as the post-Newtonian Hamiltonian recovers the known Newtonian limit if we take 1/c 2 → 0. It only applies for cases in which the post-Newtonian expansion is valid so that it is accurate to truncate the series after the first-order post-Newtonian terms, i.e. away from the strong-gravity regime. We find that the post-Newtonian correction does introduce the precession of the pericenters of the SBHs, but the qualitative structure of the resonances remains unchanged. It is also worth to note that post-Newtonian effects in Kozai-Lidov mechanism have been studied in the past [46] [47] [48] .
To illustrate possible way(s) to form resonant pairs of SBHs, in Sec.V we have presented a few numerical examples for multi-SBHs moving within a thin accretion disk around a supermassive black hole. In the regime that the disk force dominates over the gravitational radiation reaction, we observe sustained locking of the mean motion resonance, so that both SBHs migrate to close distances from the supermassive black hole until the gravitational radiation starts to dominate and the resonance breaks down. While this is a viable physical scenario, it remains an open question whether the conditions for this to occur are realized in astrophysical systems. Additionally, there may exist other astrophysical scenarios -not explored here -in which SBH pairs are locked into mean motion resonance within the gravitational influence sphere of a supermassive black hole.
If the resonance breaks down before the inner SBH enters the LISA band, the outer SBH will act as a gravitational perturber to the inner extreme mass-ratio inspiral within the LISA band. Such scenario has been discussed in [22] , where the main contribution from the outer SBH is through resonant kicks during tidal resonances [22, 41] . On the other hand, if the pair of SBHs is still locked into resonance once the inner SBH enters the LISA band, they must coherently spiral into the supermassive black hole, with the gravitational waveform vastly different from an ordinary extreme mass-ratio waveform. According to the numerical examples studied in Sec.V, such a scenario probably only happens for β-disk models as these models have a much smaller resonance-breaking radius, or for possible SBHs surrounding intermediate mass black holes in dwarf galaxies [e.g., 49] . 
